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WHAT IS IT?

The Character Code Experience solves the relationship puzzle about yourself and other people.
It helps us maximize our performance by giving us very specific tools to develop character and improve
our relationships with others. Only when we learn strengths that are not innnate to our core personality
can we live a highly successful and happy life.
This program is for successful busy people who desire to master their future in business and life.
Participants would have previously completed the People Code Workshop.

WORKSHOP LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Participants will learn the 6 Step Blueprint to
becoming charactered:
1. Value yourself
2 Seek truth
3. Have clean motives
4. Focus your commitments
5. Discover balance
6. Serve others
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WHAT DO YOU GET?
• 4 hour Character Code workshop taught by a certified
mentor / coach. Workshops are customized based on
the number of participants. Ideal workshops are 10 or
more people.
• The Character Code Kit including leather bound
workbook and the Character Code book by author
Dr. Taylor Harman, Ph.D.
• A personalized Character assessment profile report.
This includes 5 individual online assessments completed
prior to the workshop by each participant and 4 other
people they know.
• Completion Certificate.
• Post Workshop 1 hour one-to-one mentoring / coaching
session focused on your character assessment results.

Investment: Workshops are priced as a flat fee for up
to 10 participants, after which a per participant fee
will apply.
* The BC Jobs Grant funding may apply for BC companies.

As an owner of a diverse portfolio of businesses, I
have often hired different business consultants to
help me navigate through growth and expansion over
the past several years. As we all know, the success of
any business primarily depends on its most valuable
resource, the people.
Compared to my previous experience with others,
Tom’s business coaching has helped me understand
my personal behavior and character as well as that of
my key management and family members, through
assessment tools such as 360 survey, color and character codes.
This program has better equipped us to make
intelligent decisions with conflict resolution, and has
motivated individuals to reach their full potential. We
are planning to incorporate it as an integral part of
an ongoing professional and business development
program to accompany our business expansion into
different geographic areas of the world, each with its
own personal and work culture.
Balraj S. Mann
Chairman, BM Group International

WHAT’S NEXT?
Keynotes and Retreat Experiences:

Warrior At Your Side

Enquire about our 3 Keynote talks. Topics range
from 45 to 60 minutes in duration and come complete with the leadership book “The Way of the
Quiet Warrior”.

An optional one-to-one monthly coaching
program to assist in Character Mastery.
Customizable up to 12 months.

Keynote topics:
• Walking the Charactered path to success and
happiness

More Motive Based Workshops

• Staying out of the leadership Graveyard

Culture Mastery
Change Mastery
Sales Mastery

• The Way of the Quiet Warrior — 90 Days to
the life you desire.

Personality is our gift at birth. Character is developed and the only
pathway to true happiness.

Dr. Taylor Hartman

